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Partners:

The Wamda Research Lab is Wamda’s research program that produces studies on
entrepreneurship in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and seeks to foster
thought leadership in this field. Its agenda is to inform investors, policymakers, and
other stakeholders on the challenges faced by entrepreneurs in the MENA region
and the potential solutions for overcoming them. Visit us at research.wamda.com

Cleantech startups definition:
Cleantech startups offer solutions that generate financial returns while minimizing negative
effects on the environment. Startups featured in this study convert sunlight, wind, and waste
into renewable energy, install intelligent systems to optimize energy use in infrastructure, localize
energy storage solutions, purify water and monitor its consumption, sustainably produce food, and
manage the region’s waste (See Appendix 1 for more detail).
We define the cleantech startup ecosystem as the collection of stakeholders supporting the
region’s cleantech entrepreneurs, including publically and privately funded organizations though
we do not include microfinance-organizations or social protection programs.
Methodology:
This study focuses on startups in the cleantech industry in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA): those offering products and services in the renewable energy, energy efficiency and
energy storage, water, agriculture, and waste sectors. To conduct this study we interviewed 92
stakeholders in MENA’s cleantech startup ecosystem comprised of: entrepreneurs (50), investors
(7), incubators & accelerators (5) and thought leaders (30).1 We built our sample through a regional
mapping of institutions supporting cleantech entrepreneurs in MENA, and through Wamda’s media
arm and events. Our primary interview questions focused on obtaining insights into:
1.

Starting a cleantech company in MENA

2. Access to mentors and finance
3. Access to cleantech relevant talent
GE is the world’s Digital Industrial Company, transforming industry with software-defined
machines and solutions that are connected, responsive and predictive. GE is organized
around a global exchange of knowledge, the "GE Store," through which each business
shares and accesses the same technology, markets, structure and intellect. Each
invention further fuels innovation and application across our industrial sectors. With
people, services, technology and scale, GE delivers better outcomes for customers by
speaking the language of industry. Experience more at ge.com/menat
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4. The role of corporations & government
5. Marketing cleantech solutions in MENA
Data considerations:
As there is no official figure for the total number of cleantech startups in MENA, the findings
discussed in this report are representative at the sample level only. However, this report represents
the largest collection of information on cleantech startups and their supporting ecosystem in the
region to date, which provides strong insights for the level of activity and the challenges inhibiting
the growth of cleantech startups in MENA.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
MENA faces daunting environmental and economic challenges, but a young and growing
movement around cleantech innovation is driving entrepreneurs in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) to create solutions.

Yet, current levels of targeted support are not adequate. If ecosystem gaps go unchecked
it could become a missed opportunity for the region to develop and implement innovative
environmental solutions.

By 2050, a lack of sustainability in MENA’s energy, water, agriculture, and waste sectors will
be aggravated beyond relief. Simultaneously, the region has one of the highest unemployment
rates in the world at 10%.2

Based on our research, we have identified the following barriers to scale as the most pressing
challenges to the growth of cleantech entrepreneurship in MENA:

Right now, MENA is incubating its first generation of cleantech entrepreneurs who are
pioneering cleantech startup solutions in the region. In fact, of the cleantech companies
interviewed for this study, 90% were created in the last five years and 64% of the founders are
30 years old or younger.
If the region’s cleantech entrepreneurship ecosystem is sufficiently accelerated, those startups
could provide innovative environmental solutions adapted to a local context, maximizing the
region’s capacity for sustainability and creating jobs that contribute to the formation of a
knowledge-based economy.
However, MENA’s leaders and policy makers have so far not adequately factored startup
solutions into their cleantech agendas. Most high-level action in the region’s cleantech industry
involves investing in mega-projects related to energy and desalinization.
This report is based on a series of 92 interviews with key players in MENA’s cleantech startup
ecosystem, conducted by the Wamda Research Lab. It highlights the entrepreneurs and
stakeholders, and the challenges they face, as well as proposes practical first steps to grow the
impact of cleantech entrepreneurship in MENA.

•

Limited cleantech awareness: Consumers’ lack of awareness of cleantech solutions and
minimal financial incentives to use clean technology (due to high energy subsidies) restrict
entrepreneurs’ ability to access markets and do business.

•

Small pool of investment sources: 43% of the startups interviewed in this study are selffunded and fewer than 30% obtained VC or angel funding. Based on WRL’s mapping of the
ecosystem there are only two VC firms mandated to invest in cleantech entrepreneurs in
MENA.

Key insight: A lack of deal-flow and exits combined with investment strategies that
prescribe low-risk and quick returns, hold back investors’ interest in cleantech startups
in MENA. Over 30% of the startups interviewed in this study obtained seed funding from
a business plan competition and only 2% of environmental companies in previous WRL
studies received a second round of funding.
•

Talent gaps: Companies across industries in the region face recruitment problems, but
cleantech startups face particularly steep challenges finding employees with sector specific
expertise. This is due to a lack of environmental education initiatives in the region, among
other factors.4

•

In the Cleatech Group’s Global Cleantech 100 2014 report3, no MENA companies were featured
on the list: 67% of the companies came from North America, 28% from Europe, 4% from Asia
Pacific and 1% from Africa.

Few specialized mentors: It is difficult for young cleantech enterprises to access
technically focused coaching and training programs in the early stages of enterprise
development. WRL identified two pre-incubators in MENA that are mandated to support
early-stage cleantech entrepreneurs: Icecairo and Cleantech Arabia, both operating in
Egypt.

•

In theory, MENA’s formidable environmental challenges and growing regional support
for entrepreneurship make it a logical location for cleantech startups. Additionally, there
is a growing force of small and medium size enterprises supporting cleantech in both
developed and developing economies; MENA could follow suit and leverage its burgeoning
entrepreneurship ecosystem to boost the impact of cleantech startups.

Minimal R&D resources: A scarcity of funding, facilities, and human capital for startups to
perform R&D can prevent entrepreneurs from inventing, prototyping and testing cleantech
ideas that can turn into high impact companies.5

Key insight: Although GCC countries are investing in innovation hubs in energy and
technology, most R&D centers are small on a global scale.

THE CLEANTECH STARTUP ECOSYSTEM IN MENA
The ecosystem supporting both cleantech startups and the development of
environmentally conscious entrepreneurship in MENA is nascent and fragmented.
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CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM
Even in the face of critical barriers limiting scale for cleantech startups, the region’s
entrepreneurs are increasingly entering the industry. WRL data shows that more cleantech
companies were launched in MENA during the last two years (24) than in the six years between
2007-2012 (20).
In this report we identify a number of promising early-stage successes, partnerships, and
thought leaders that can help guide the ecosystem from its young years into maturity.
As cleantech startups in MENA mature and overcome those critical barriers to scale, a
small yet growing population of venture capital and angel investors are also developing an
interest in the MENA cleantech startup space. According to WRL data, two times as many
environmental companies obtained venture or angel investment in 2014 vs. 2007.
Experts interviewed for this study identified a number of untapped opportunities for startups
in MENA’s cleantech industry including: further localizing existing technologies, developing
energy-efficiency software and ICT related solutions, creating robust energy storage systems,
and implementing household water saving technologies.

•

Patient-capital: More investors who understand cleantech startups, have a higher
tolerance for risk, and experience working with companies from invention through to
commercialization, can sustain and scale cleantech startup solutions in MENA.

•

Pre-incubation: Growing the capacity and the quantity of cleantech pre-incubators can
lead to more cleantech startups entering the formal incubation space. Ultimately this will
help these companies to be ready to obtain growth-stage capital from investors.

•

Talent development: More training opportunities and university courses focusing on
cleantech skills can help to build talent pipelines for startups.

Early-stage success stories and the small yet growing population of environmental advocates
and experts provide a starting point for unlocking the potential of cleantech entrepreneurship
in MENA.
Furthermore, a combination of the above recommendations and a more concentrated agenda
to support existing cleantech entrepreneurs can help to provide a foundation for scaling
cleantech startups in MENA.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To accelerate MENA’s cleantech entrepreneurship ecosystem and grow the impact of cleantech
startups, leaders and decision makers should prioritize the following areas:
•

Public awareness: Increasing public knowledge of the region’s environmental challenges
and the role of the private sector in addressing them will help to increase consumer buy-in
for cleantech startup solutions.

•

Incentives: Energy price-adjustment mechanisms and increased information on the true
cost of subsidies can help create more business opportunities for cleantech startups.

•

Access to markets: Partnerships with corporations can help create more opportunities for
cleantech entrepreneurs to commercialize solutions.

•

R&D resources: More R&D funding, and an increased focus on R&D in higher education
programs can stimulate innovation in the region, which can ultimately be transferred into
private sector solutions.
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“This first generation of cleantech entrepreneurs in MENA
are breaking ground because they are operating in a young
ecosystem. The first generation will mentor the second
generation. In general, the startup ecosystem in MENA is
rapidly developing and we need to implement a better
strategy of support specifically for cleantech entrepreneurs.”
– Yuritzi Acosta (CRDF Global6)
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INTRODUCTION: WHY ARE CLEANTECH
STARTUPS IMPORTANT FOR MENA?
MENA is experiencing some of the most daunting environmental challenges on earth, but these
have the potential to become major opportunities in the hands of ingenious entrepreneurs.

MENA’S ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
Climate change is threatening the region’s ability to access already limited environmental resources.7
Energy: By 2050, MENA’s demand for energy will increase by 114%8 despite an estimated 28 million
people in the region that currently lack access to reliable electricity.9
Water: Already, 15 of the top 25 water stressed countries in the world are in MENA10. By 2050, per
capita water availability in the region will be halved. 11
Agriculture: MENA is one of the least secure regions in the world for access to food12 and the UNFAO
suggests increasing R&D to eliminate inefficient agricultural practices.13

Cleantech startup ecosystems offer win-win partnerships. Outside of MENA, corporations
are increasingly engaging with startups, signifying the potential for value-creation through such
partnerships.22 Moreover, the very early stage of the MENA cleantech market means corporations can
position themselves in developing startup ecosystems to obtain a first-mover’s advantage.
MENA is witnessing a surge in support for high-potential and high-impact entrepreneurs. In
recent years, new funds, accelerators, thought leaders and government policies have all contributed
to improving conditions for the region’s startups.23 This growing momentum could be channeled
towards solving MENA’s environmental and unemployment challenges.

“There is so much potential and more needs to be done to facilitate
startup solutions to the region’s environmental and natural
resource challenges. There has to be stakeholder engagement with
civil society, government and the private sector, success will be a
collaborative effort.” - Lama El Hatow (Water Institute of the Nile , Egypt)
24

Waste: By 2025, the region’s waste production will increase from 63 to 135 million tons per annum,
outpacing comparable economies in South Asia and Africa.14
Population growth and unemployment: Furthermore, MENA has had the highest population
growth rate of any region in the world over the last century, which intensifies consumption levels and
increases the need for environmental solutions.15 The region also has the highest unemployment rate
in the world at 10%, and nearly a quarter of those without jobs are ages 15 to 24.16 On the bright side,
two out of five young Arabs want to start their own business in the next five years, with a core-focus
on technology.17

SOLUTIONS VIA A ROBUST CLEANTECH STARTUP ECOSYSTEM
Startups offering clean technology solutions can help provide cleaner, cost-effective and scalable
environmental solutions while also creating jobs throughout the region.
Globally, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs18) create jobs and are rising in the
cleantech industry. In Asia, SMEs account for nearly 40% of the region’s GDP and over two thirds
of the workforce. In the United States, nearly all, net job creations come from enterprises under five
years old.19 In the next decade, projected investment in cleantech in emerging economies will top
USD6.4 trillion of which nearly 25% is for SMEs.20
Startups seek out untapped solutions. Successful entrepreneurs seek out high value-add markets
where governments and corporations (and other startups) either inadequately provide, or do not
control, a vast share of the market. In tandem, scaling entrepreneurial ventures can contribute to
developing a knowledge-based economy.21
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ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS IN MENA
Throughout MENA there is recognition within governments and NGOs that finding solutions
to the region’s environmental challenges is essential. However, this recognition has not
necessarily given startups a role in addressing those challenges.
The map below (Figure 1) is a sampling of cleantech activity in Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia,
Oman, UAE, Qatar, Morocco, Egypt, Algeria, and Tunisia. Each country is colored according
to its relative level of cleantech activity compared to other MENA countries. These range from
“cold” or almost no cleantech activity to “hot” for those countries with a sizeable cleantech
agenda. The color labels were determined by assessing a combination of the presence of
operational renewable energy and desalinization mega-projects (see Appendix 2), increasingly
the primary focus of high-level cleantech agendas in MENA, as well as initiatives and events
supporting cleantech.
Morocco has the most renewable energy projects in MENA. The country with the most activity
in cleantech focused events and initiatives, is the UAE.
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Figure 1:

Hot

Mapping cleantech projects, events,
and initiatives in MENA

Tunisia
(4)

Warm

Average

Cold

Lebanon
(0)

Morocco
(28)

Jordan
(12)
Algeria
(2)
Egypt
(9)

Qatar
(1)
Saudi Arabia
(5)

UAE
(15)

Oman
(1)

Country (# ren. energy mega-projects)25
Sample Mega-Project(s): Utility-scale projects delivering power and water
Sample Initiative(s): Government, NGO or corporate programs supporting cleantech
Sample Event(s): Conferences, forums, summits, exhibitions, and awards supporting cleantech

Morocco (28)

UAE (15)

Jordan (12)
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Oman (1)

Lebanon (0)

Sample Mega-Project(s):
The Moroccan Integrated
Wind Energy Project:
Launched in 2010, the
project’s USD 3.7 billion
investment aims to increase
Morocco’s use of wind power.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
The Fujairah F2 power and
desalination plant will help
economic and industrial
development with 2,000
megawatts of net power
capacity and 130 million
gallons a day of net water
capacity. The F2 Qidfa plant
will be the largest in the UAE.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
The Shams Ma’an Solar
Power Plant is being
developed by a consortium
of 9 developers for a total
capacity of 170MW.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
Gabal El Zeit Wind Farm: The
Gabal El Zeit Wind Farms will
provide over 200 MW of wind
power.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
Al Khafji Desalination
Plant: The world’s first
solar-powered large-scale
desalination plant, located in
northeastern Saudi Arabia,
will produce 60 thousand
cubic milliliters of water a
year.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
Gafsa Wastewater Treatment
Plant: The Tunisian plant will
have a capacity of 14,000
m^3/ day and will cover part
of its energy needs through
renewable energy.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
Construction of Algeria’s first
pilot wind power project,
a 10MW facility at Adrar in
the southern desert, has
been completed, with the
installation of 12 850kW wind
turbines.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
Qatar’s energy distributor,
Kahramaa is in the process
of deploying 200MW of
solar projects, with the goal
of generating 2% of the
country’s electricity by 2020.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
Al Mazyunah Solar Plant:
As one of Oman’s first
entry points into renewable
energy, the solar plant has an
intended capacity of 303 KW.

Sample Mega-Project(s):
No mega-projects.26 Only
micro-projects such as: The
Lebanese Transportation
Ministry installing 766 solarpowered streetlights on a
10km stretch of highway in an
area called Hermel at a cost
of over USD 1 million.

Sample Initiative(s):
MASEN (Moroccan Agency
for Solar Energy): The publicprivate agency is responsible
for implementing the
Moroccan Solar Plan, which
is one of the world’s largest
solar energy projects.
Sample Event(s):
Solaire Expo: Bringing
together local and
international stakeholders,
the event aims to support the
renewable energy sector in
Morocco.
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Sample Initiative(s):
UAE Water Aid Foundation:
Launched in 2014, it is
committed to finding solutions
to water scarcity issues in
the region through the use of
solar energy to desalinate and
purify water.
Sample Event(s):
The World Future Energy
Summit (WFES) is the Middle
East’s largest gathering on the
future of energy security.

Sample Initiative(s):
Jordan Loan Guarantee
Facility: The impact finance
program, supported by USAID
and OPIC, grants Jordanian
SMEs access to USD 35
million in financing, with a
partial focus on cleantech
companies.
Sample Event(s):
The MENA ICT Forum
2014 hosted a USAID-JCP
Cleantech Sector roundtable
discussion about the linkages
between cleantech and
ICT companies with regard
to smart grids and energy
efficiency.

Sample Initiative(s):
City Centre Alexandria Waste
Management launched an
initiative in 2014 that aims to
manage waste responsibly.
Sample Event(s):
Renewable & Green
Energy Exhibition and
Conference Egypt 2015:
featuring the latest
developments in cleantech
as well as discussions on the
renewables industry.
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Sample Initiative(s):
KACARE: The King Abdullah
City for Atomic and
Renewable Energy (KACARE)
aims to create 41 GW of solar
energy and support other
sustainable energy related
projects in the country.
Sample Event(s):
The MENA ICT Forum
2014 hosted a USAID-JCP
Cleantech Sector roundtable
discussion about the linkages
between cleantech and
ICT companies with regard
to smart grids and energy
efficiency.

Sample Initiative(s):
Tunisia’s ambitious targets
demonstrate its commitment
to renewable energy in
Tunisia, with the goal of 25%
of electricity generation in
2030 to come from clean
energy sources.
Sample Event(s):
NANOTECH Tunisia 2014
and MEET Tunisia 2014 joint
International Conferences will
bring together internationally
recognized research and
technology developers in
cleantech.

Sample Initiative(s):
Renewable Energies
Development Center: The
center is comprised of
three units that specialize
in different research topics
related to renewable energy,
with an emphasis on solar
energy.
Sample Event(s):
The International Water
Equipment, Technology and
Services Exhibition (SIEEPollutec) showcases more
than 8,000 trade visitors and
300 exhibitors.

Sample Initiative(s):
Best Renewable Energy
Initiative Competition: The
Qatar General Electricity &
Water Corporation’s 2015
renewable energy and
technology competition.
Sample Event(s):
Power Qatar Sumit 2015,
is Qatar’s premier power
generation, transmission and
distribution event.

Sample Initiative(s):
Oman Green Building Council
aims to deliver awareness,
contribute to green building
governance, and provide
professional advice on green
building solutions.
Sample Event(s):
Oman Green Awards and
Summit 2015 will recognize
corporates and individuals
who have been working
for the conservation and
protection of the Sultanate’s
environment.

Sample Initiative(s):
NEEREA is a national
financing mechanism initiated
by the Central Bank of
Lebanon (BDL), to support the
financing of environmentally
sustainable projects.
Sample Event(s):
Project Lebanon 2014 is held
in tandem with two other
conferences: Energy Lebanon
and The 4th International
Trade Exhibition for Power
Generation, Water &
Environmental Technologies.
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Incrementally, decision makers are acknowledging that startups can add value to MENA’s
cleantech agenda. However, the region’s cleantech startups still face critical barriers on the path
to scale that stem from stakeholder support-gaps in the cleantech startup ecosystem. In the
following section we look at how these barriers affect the growth of cleantech startups as well as
examine the current state of the region’s cleantech startup ecosystem.

“We are heading into a time where energy, information, and
communication technologies are merging and this is a promising
opportunity for the cleantech entrepreneur in MENA.”
- Hana Zaghloul (Kawar Energy27, Jordan)

Scaling cleantech startups is vital to accelerating their impact on MENA’s environmental and
economic challenges.
Across our sample, entrepreneurs said the most critical barriers to growth were limited
cleantech awareness amongst consumers, a small pool of specialized investment sources,
talent gaps, few specialized mentors, and minimal resources for conducting research and
development (R&D).
The two most critical barriers to scale in the region, as cited by the cleantech startups
interviewed for this study, were minimal resources for conducting R&D and the small pool of
cleantech-focused investment sources. In order to fully illustrate these critical barriers to scale;
the following sections explore the state of R&D and funding for cleantech startups in MENA.

“Research, development, and innovation in cleantech for MENA
exists, but we have just started and we have a lot to do. There
are research platforms that work but mostly they are operating
in silos and not cooperating, there is still a long way to go.”
- El Mostafa Jamea (MENA Renewables and Sustainability , Morocco)

CRITICAL BARRIERS TO SCALE
FOR MENA’S CLEANTECH STARTUPS
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Figure 2:

Critical barriers on the path to scale
Startups’ steps
on the path to scale

Prototype

Launch

Sustain

Scale

Entrepreneur has a
clear idea for a scalable
solution, and is honing
a plan to acquire seedfunds and execute on a
value proposition.

Startup has an initial
prototype, and is
conducting R&D to
test and refine the
solution in preparation
for launch.

Startup has a
commercialized
solution, and
is iterating the
business model
based on a market
feedback-loop.

Startup has clear
growth-potential,
and is retaining
customers alongside
establishing partners
and recurring cash
flows.

Startup has subsequent
funding-rounds, and is
accessing new markets,
recruiting talent, and
executing a proven
business model.

Distribution of
startups-sample

11.2%

62.1% of cleantech
startups locked in
Prototype step due
to R&D gaps

15.5%

11.1%

0.1%

Avg. company age (years)

1.0

2.5

2.5

4.6

5.0

Limited cleantech
awareness

Few entrepreneurs
venture into cleantech.

Minimizes consumer buy-in for cleantech and restricts the size of the
market for solutions, limits startups’ growth-potential, and reduces
investors’ interest.

Small pool of
investment sources

Entrepreneurs only use
self-funding, awards,
family, and friends as
seed-investment.

Difficulty accessing
cleantech-savvy
investors with an
appetite for funding
R&D; restricts startups’
ability to complete the
prototype step.

Talent gaps

Students do not
pursue specialized
degrees alongside
cleantech
opportunities.

Scarcity of talent with
R&D experience; often
means recruiting from
outside MENA.

Restricts growth, holds back innovation, and prevents executing on a
replicable business model.

Few specialized mentors

Aspiring cleantech
entrepreneurs look
outside MENA for rolemodels.

Scarcity of experienced
cleantech relevant
guidance prolongs the
prototyping process.

Inhibits access to cleantech experts that have experience launching,
sustaining, and scaling cleantech businesses in MENA.

Minimal R&D resources

Entrepreneurs
consider existing
technologies
instead of pursuing
“moonshot”innovation.

Cleantech startups fail to launch without funding, facilities,
and human capital to perform R&D.

Startups’ critical barriers to scale

Stats

IDEA
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Limits access to follow-on funding needed to progress on the path to
scale.
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1 : MINIMAL R&D RESOURCES
“In MENA the investment trend around cleantech is more about
the applications and not so much the inventions and R&D. The
question being asked is, how can we actually take the available
technology and apply it to make it work here? This still leaves
room for the entrepreneur.” - Omar Sati (Dash Ventures , Jordan)

Cleantech entrepreneurs are prevented from inventing, prototyping and testing their ideas due
to insufficient resources in MENA. This in turn prevents launching, sustaining, and ultimately
scaling cleantech startup solutions in MENA. Without proper R&D support for entrepreneurs on
the prototype step to scale (highlighted in red in Figure 2 above), the full impact of the region’s
cleantech startups is diminished.

“Our main advantage is the low cost of our water filters due to
the R&D support we received at the start of our project.”

33

- Kaoutar Abbahaddou (Vernet29, Morocco)

There are two main factors stifling innovation and contributing to low levels of “green patents”
in MENA.

A key indicator is that levels of ‘green patents30’ are low. Globally, MENA lags behind in terms
of patented cleantech innovations. Patents are not the sole measure of innovation activity in a
country, but they do account for a significant portion of it.31 As shown by the graph below, East
Asia and the Pacific region leads the developing world whereas MENA has the lowest number
of “green patents”.32

•

Cleantech R&D funding gap: Though some countries, particularly in the GCC, are
investing in innovation especially around power generation and technology, most R&D
centers in the region are small on a global scale. Even MENA’s wealthiest countries are
lacking in R&D investment. For example, the US invests 2.8% of GDP in science-related
R&D yearly, compared to 0.2% in Saudi Arabia.34

•

Cleantech R&D talent gap: R&D related skills, especially in universities are lacking. In a
report by the Economist Intelligence Unit, only 35% of respondents believed that the quality
of post-graduate talent in MENA is adequate for supporting R&D at international levels.35

Figure 3:

Number of “green patents” by developing region(s)

To date, R&D investments in the region have come primarily from governments supporting
mega-projects. MENA requires more investment in R&D that can incorporate startup solutions
into their value chains.36 Governments should also invest in post-graduate education programs
that encourage cleantech R&D. Similarly, recognizing the value of hackerspaces and fab labs
will foster a culture of innovation based on technological exploration.
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“The cleantech ecosystem isn’t ready for just incubation. We
need a proper high-tech R&D development space at the preincubation level to get the proper pipeline of innovations in
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- Adam Molyneux-Berry (icecairo37, Egypt)
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2: SCARCITY OF CLEANTECH
INVESTMENT SOURCES

•

Difficult to scale: The ecommerce industry is attractive to both entrepreneurs and investors
due to the opportunities for achieving scale within it, while cleantech solutions can be more
difficult to scale. Ecommerce companies can reach thousands of customers with fewer
resources, whereas cleantech solutions are often sold on a project-by-project basis. That
can make the scaling process more resource intensive and less desirable for establishing
specialized cleantech investment funds.

•

Lack of awareness: Knowledge of the benefits of ecommerce is increasing in MENA as
internet-penetration and smartphone adoption rates grow, whereas awareness of cleantech
solutions is not widely spread in MENA. This limits the number of potential consumers for
environmental products and services, which in turn holds back investors’ confidence in the
cleantech startup space.

Figure 4:

•

Investment activity comparison between cleantech
and ecommerce startups

Lack of cleantech exits: The low number of liquidity events occurring from cleantech
startups diminishes investors’ interest.

•

Difficulty convincing partners: Due to the challenges above, regional investors face
difficulties in convincing limited partners about the viability of the cleantech sector during
fundraising.

Financing cleantech startup solutions is a problem in MENA.
The issue is starkly illustrated when contrasted with another industry that has received much
attention in MENA in the past five years: ecommerce. The following chart depicts the contrast
between investors’ limited interest in cleantech startups versus the abundance of funders
supporting the growth of ecommerce companies in MENA.

8X more ecommerce companies received investment in 2014 compared to 2007 vs. only 2X
more environment companies38 during the same period.
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In a WRL study of over 900 companies, the number of ecommerce companies receiving
funding multiplied eight-fold from 2007 to 2014. During the same time period, the number of
environment companies which reported receiving funding multiplied only two fold (Figure 4).
The fact that the number of investments in ecommerce companies in MENA grew nearly four
times more than investments in cleantech companies from 2007-2014 is due to:
•
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“After launching the company with my own money we went to
market on a project by project basis to test and enhance the
technology before full commercialization. Investors, especially
banks in the region can be risk averse and need collateral. We
had to spend a lot of time and effort into finding the right
investor to help us scale and after a lot of hard work, we are
looking forward to securing funding.” - Antoine Saab (Energy24 , Lebanon)

Minimal deal flow: There is very little deal flow around cleantech startups in MENA, which
naturally creates concern and hesitance among funders. To put this in perspective, WRL
data shows that 232 ecommerce companies were launched in MENA between 2007 and
2014 whereas only 44 cleantech companies were launched in MENA over the same period.
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To date, the above challenges have kept investors from establishing cleantech-focused funds
in the region. Despite the number of firms offering early stage and venture capital investment in
MENA more than doubling from 2008 to 2013, data in previous WRL studies suggests that only
4% of funded companies surveyed were active in the cleantech space.40
Aside from Catalyst Private Equity, and E2E Integrated Solutions there are almost no
specialized funding sources in MENA for cleantech entrepreneurs.

“A lot of work needs to be done to support innovation and
entrepreneurship in cleantech in the region. Venture capitalists
can focus on investing in solid teams with innovative business
models and investing in R&D and innovation on the technology
side can be a future part of the business after there is some
traction and revenue being generated.”
- Ennis Rimawi, (Catalyst Private Equity41, Jordan)
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CLEANTECH ECOSYSTEM GAPS BEHIND
STARTUPS’ BARRIERS TO SCALE
Cleantech startups’ barriers to scale result from the ecosystem support-gaps that are formed
by a disparity between the ideal and current roles of stakeholders that could, and should,
nurture cleantech startup solutions.
An ecosystem of supporting stakeholders is essential for creating the necessary conditions to
launch, sustain, and scale cleantech startup solutions in MENA. Individually, each stakeholder
in the ecosystem-diagram below has an ideal role to play that can help reduce the critical
barriers faced by cleantech startups on their path to scale (also see Figure(s) 9 & 10).
Collectively, these stakeholders contribute to the growth of the region’s market for cleantech
solutions by either directly or indirectly engaging with entrepreneurs who are at the center of
the ecosystem.

“For the most part, Palestinian culture supports renewable
energy because it is also about independence. At first, the idea
of a startup supplying energy was un-familiar in our society
but we had to educate people around both topics (renewable
energy and startups) and people understood quickly, but it
meant we had to go door to door.” - Fadi Quran (Riah Al Istiklal , Palestine)
44

Figure 5:

Assessing MENA’s cleantech startup ecosystem

Across MENA’s cleantech startup ecosystem there are notable gaps between the ideal and
current stakeholder’s roles, especially regarding the role that governments, universities, and
corporations play in accelerating the impact of cleantech startup solutions.

“Incubation spaces are important but you cannot create an
endless amount of them, they need to be anchored in a local
community of talented and passionate people”.
- Marton Koscev (GIZ42, Germany)
Stakeholders who work directly with cleantech startups such as investors and R&D centers
operate in parallel with indirect stakeholders and other factors. These factors, such as media,
culture, and regulatory frameworks, help to determine the conditions for launching, sustaining,
and scaling cleantech enterprises in the region. Culture, for example, helps to shape public
awareness around the necessity of cleantech solutions. Similarly, the regulatory framework and
policies affecting energy and water consumption, such as subsidies, can influence spending
and consumption habits and these can determine how open the public is to adopting cleantech
solutions.

“Without the right government policies to support the
implementation, investment, and adoption of renewable
energy, those cleantech businesses operating in the renewables
sector are dead.” - H.E. Khaled Irani (E2E Integrated Solutions , Jordan)
43

Stakeholders are fledgling in their efforts to create the necessary conditions for a robust
cleantech startup ecosystem in MENA. A combination of challenges surrounding direct and
indirect factors, such as those mentioned above, have yet to be addressed to unlock the
potential of cleantech entrepreneurship in MENA. However, a small population of investors and
supporting institutions are laying the foundation to guide and grow cleantech startups in MENA
(see Appendix 3 for more details).
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Limited cleantech awareness
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Small pool of investment sources

Few specialized mentors

Minimal R&D resources
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SatchNet Electronic Systems (2003, Jordan):

CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM:
EARLY STAGE SUCCESSES IN MENA’S
CLEANTECH ECOSYSTEM
Despite the aforementioned obstacles, there are a number of entrepreneurs who have launched
and grown successful cleantech startups in MENA.
This section looks at a select group of startups that have over come critical barriers to scale
and managed to grow the impact of cleantech in MENA. The section also offers insight into the
lessons learned from their journey.

MINI-CASE STUDIES OF PROMISING MENA CLEANTECH STARTUPS:

Firas Obeido started SatchNet Electronic Systems to provide intelligent systems integration services
for energy optimization in the infrastructure management industry. Buildings are the biggest contributor
to global GHG emissions and buildings consume nearly 40% of the world’s energy resources.47 The
market for investment in energy generation in MENA is valued at nearly USD270 billion.48 There is also a
growing market for investments in energy efficiency in the commercial and consumer sectors valued at
roughly USD240 billion.49
To monitor energy consumption in buildings SatchNet analyzes a structure’s energy usage, suggests
appropriate energy savings solutions and puts those ideas into practice. Despite minimal awareness
for industrial energy efficiency solutions, past contracts for SatchNet have included a project to
optimize energy use at Jordan’s Queen Alia International Airport. Additionally, the company has
benefitted significantly from a partnership with Schneider Electric for sourcing technology components
and also found financing amongst a small pool of investors after obtaining growth-stage capital
from Jordan-based E2E Integrated Solutions. SatchNet is currently expanding into new markets in
Iraq and the United Arab Emirates.

Lesson learned: Despite few investors and limited cleantech awareness; startups in MENA can secure
large contracts and obtain growth-capital.

Saphon Energy (2012, Tunisia):

NOMADD Desert Solar Solutions (2013, Saudi Arabia):

Anis Aouini and Hassine Labaied launched Saphon Energy to serve African and Middle Eastern
markets with renewable energy technology. Inspired by the sailboat’s ability to turn wind into
transportation power, the two cofounders offer a wind energy technology called the Saphonian
Zero-Blade, designed to convert the kinetic force of the wind into electrical power. The Saphonian’s
technological advantage is in its high aerodynamic drag coefficient resulting from a curved shaped
design. Currently, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Jordan all have set capacity targets for wind-generated
electricity over 1,000MW between 2020 and 2030.45 As the market for wind power continues to grow
in the region, creating more efficient and affordable technologies is going to be vital in ensuring the
efficacy of the sector.

Georg Eitelhuber and his team, created NOMADD at the King Abdullah University for Science and
Technology. NOMADD stands for “No Water Mechanical Automated Dusting Device”- a robotic machine
used to clean solar panels in the desert. The NOMADD team had access to world-class laboratory
facilities and spent nearly five years researching and developing their solution to one of the solar
industry’s greatest threats in MENA, dust.

Accessing R&D facilities to build a new, patented technology in Tunisia was not easy for
Saphon Energy. At the time of developing their first generation model, only one wind tunnel46 was
in existence in the whole country and not available to the Saphon team. The company has since
built its own wind tunnel and tested five generations of the Saphonian. After establishing a corporate
partnership with Microsoft, the company is now entering the commercial manufacturing stage of its
development with a patent pending in over 70 countries.

Lesson learned: Without access to proper facilities, R&D to invent proprietary technology in MENA
can come from in-house ingenuity and corporate partnerships.
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The accumulation of dust on photovoltaic panels in the desert inhibits the sun’s radiation from reaching
the panel’s solar cells and results in a reduced ability to generate power. In a study conducted in
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia on the effects of dust on the energy output of solar PV modules, researchers
observed 50% losses in output over six months of no cleaning.50 With MENA’s frequent dust storms,
NOMADD, without using manual labor or water, makes panel cleaning more cost effective and
environmentally friendly than low-tech alternatives.
Offering value added products and services that fill a gap in the renewables value chain, like cleaning
solar panels more efficiently, is an entry point for startups like NOMADD into a behemoth industry such
as solar energy. According to Georg, “there just are not too many niches to fill in this market, the big
guys are really big. Solar technology is finding itself more efficient year by year, and there are maybe
only half a dozen big chunks in the value chain where innovative components can create value.”

Lesson learned: Startups that access R&D resources can refine prototypes into value-add solutions,
even in established value-chains like solar energy.
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Figure 6:

Sample of cleantech startups addressing
certain environmental challenges
Cleantech sector

Energy efficiency

MENA’s enviornmental
challenge

Energy production and
storage

Water

Agriculture

Waste

Subsidized electricity costs contribute to rampant energy consumption in the region. The World Bank
forecasts demand for energy in MENA to grow at 7% annually over the next 10 years necessitating
an investment of over $30 billion a year to meet demand by 2040, 3% of the region’s access to fossil
fuels and projected GDP and three times the world average.

Increased levels of industrialization combined
with the need to feed MENA’s growing
population are leading to a higher demand for
potable-water. The UNFAO forecasts that by
2050, per capita water availability will be cut
in half in MENA. Additionally, climate change
is going to effect the availability of the region’s
natural resources.

Population growth and rising incomes create
higher demand for food combined with lower
domestic output due to inefficient production
methods and supply-chains. The UNFAO
reports MENA’s share of food imports from
total merchandise imports is at 10%, twice
the world average. Additionally, instability and
civil strife in the region play a role in worsening
MENA inhabitants’ food security situation.

Rising affluence, and increased consumption
contribute to more waste generation in
the region and management systems are
lacking. The World Bank calculates MENA’s
urban population will double by 2025, and
subsequently so will urban waste generation.
Taking into account rising electronics
consumption, only 5% of the region’s E-waste
is recycled and the rest is sent to landfills.
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Sample of startup name
and description

Chifo [North Africa]
IoT startup specializing in smart home automation
to optimize energy usage in households

SunUtions [North Africa]
SunUtions works on the production and development of solar systems for capturing the power of
the sun and transmitting it into usable energy

Goutra [North Africa]
Offers the “smart faucet” solution- utilizing
sensors and data-processing to capture,
analyze, store, and display data in real time,
and allows for the control of water flow to limit
excess consumption

Agrimatic [North Africa]
An aquaponic agriculture company that
focuses on providing clean produce at
affordable prices.

Cedar Enviornmental [Levant]
Specialize in building Municipal Recycling
Facilities (MRF) for the recycling of Solid Waste.

Reengen [Turkey]
A platform that aggregates all energy-relevant
data and provides measurement and verification,
optimization, and prediction functionalities

Mustakbal [Levant]
Mustakbal develops, designs, procures and
installs renewable energy systems

Desolenator [GCC]
Solar desalination device that produces potable
water in arid countries

Farminal [North Africa]
Offers solutions for dairy farms like detection
of mastitis disease and management solutions.

RecycloBekia [North Africa]
Electronic waste recycling company

Takasolutions [GCC]
Focused on using energy performance contracting,
embedded-technology and efficient-design to
monitor and optimize energy use in buildings

NOMADD [GCC]
Develops a waterless and fully-automated solar
panel cleaning systems

Concure [GCC]
Manufacturer of concrete ‘curing blankets’ that
reduce the amount of water used in concrete
curing process

ECOTAQA Solutions [North Africa]
Startup that produces biofuels and high-quality
fertilizers from recycling animal waste

Dayra [North Africa]
Solid waste management company specializing
in RDF and Biomass for energy intensive
industries

SatchNet [Levant]
Provides integrated energy control and monitoring
systems for buildings

Independent Wind [Levant]
Develops and operates projects in the wind
energy sector, like large scale wind farm

Aquasafe [North Africa]
Manufacturer of internet-connected tools
allowing companies to control their industrial
water discharge

IRIS Technologies [Levant]
Places electronic cards in bee hives to monitor
humidity and temperature

Recycle Beirut [Levant]
Employes underprivileged residents to pick
up and sort recyclable waste in the Beirut and
Mount Lebanon areas

Greentech [Levant]
Utilizes knowledge-based services and products
to improve operational performance, productivity,
and efficiency while reducing costs, inputs, energy,
water, and waste

Clean Energy Concepts [Levant]
Specializes in solar energy, PV, wind energy,
power generation and biomass

Sadeem [GCC]
Manufacturer of sensors to predict floods

El Noor Geh [North Africa]
An online platform that helps in educating
individuals on energy conservation and efficiency,
while providing them with tangible solutions
through recommendations and products

Taqetna [Levant]
Develops products like wind turbine called
“Reyah” designed to work efficiently at low wind
speed

Green Truck [GCC]
Private recycling transportation service to
collect waste from residential communities and
corporate offices

Sustainable Enviornmental Solutions [Levant]
Energy development company that provides
sustainable solutions & technologies that are up to
par with the challenges facing MENA

Sunergy [North Africa]
Renewable energy solution provider, offering end-toend solutions customized to different energy needs

Auto-Art [Levant]
Startup that recycles old car parts into furniture

Spear Ink [North Africa]
E-waste recycler providing machines and
training on how to refill printer cartridges

Saphon Energy [North Africa]
Manufacturer of blade-free wind turbines
Energy 24 [Levant]
Offers energy storage solutions allowing users to
store large amounts of electric energy into a battery
to power residential, commercial or industrial loads
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KarmSolar [North Africa]
Solar technology and integration company that
delivers innovative solar solutions to the agricultural,
industrial, tourism and business sectors
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PROFILE OF CLEANTECH STARTUPS

CLEANTECH OPPORTUNITY IN FOCUS: SAUDI ARABIA

The distribution of cleantech startups included in this study shows that Egypt is the most active
MENA country in terms of cleantech startup activity (33%) followed by Jordan (20%).

ATTRACTIVE MARKET
MENA’s cleantech startups, like their counterparts in other industries, covet one of the region’s
most promising markets, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). In a WRL survey of over 500
MENA startups, nearly 200 want to enter KSA in the next 1-2 years51 to capitalize on the large
population and high per-capita income that make KSA an attractive market.

Figure 7:

The distribution of MENA’s cleantech
entrepreneurs by country

In parallel, KSA has undertaken a series of mega-projects to build its cleantech industry:
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Almost 40% of entrepreneurs in our sample derived ideas from an engineering background,
followed by founders who started their company in an advanced degree program. Some founders
decided to launch after a previous job with a cleantech relevant corporation in MENA. Founders
were also motivated by experiences travelling abroad to advanced cleantech ecosystems in
Europe and North America.

•

By 2030, Saudi Arabia will have more renewable energy capacity than any other country in
MENA and is aiming to be a renewables powerhouse globally.52

•

The Saudi government predicts to spend USD109 billion on solar energy infrastructure by
2040.53 Notably, global aggregate investments in solar energy in 2014 were USD136 billion.54

•

KSA plans to increase its share of energy from renewables to one-third in the next 20 years.55

•

Since 1945, Saudi Arabia has the largest installed desalinization capacity in MENA and
currently is building a utility scale solar powered desalinization plant.56

“One of the big opportunities in MENA right now is for
energy efficiency solutions that incorporate information and
communication technology. There are a lot of well-established
technologies in this sector, with no really solid point to access
MENA. If young entrepreneurs want to use local knowledge to
bring these products to market we could see a big change in
energy consumption levels, and maybe even important policy
shifts to support the changes.”- Georg Eitelhuber, (NOMADD , Saudi Arabia)
57

Figure 8:

How founders derived their startup solution
39%

Engineering

32%

Advanced degree Program
Past occupation in a corporation
Travel abroad

19%
10%

Finally, at the time of data collection, MENA’s cleantech startups had an average of 13
employees, out of which, three were cofounders. Moreover, 20% of the cofounders were female,
and more than half, 64% of the founders were 30 years old, or younger.
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HIGH LOCAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Even as the Kingdom sees more renewable and atomic energy generation capacity, investing in
these projects could induce a fiscal deficit. Given current domestic energy consumption rates,
Saudi Arabia’s ability to export oil at current levels could be inhibited within the next ten years.
Saudi consumes over 25% of the oil it generates each year and with a 7% annual increase in
consumption rates, the country will be a net oil importer by 2038. Rising domestic demand
coupled with global price reductions and lower demand for oil, mean that losses in export
capacity will reduce the government’s budget, of which 80% depends on oil revenues.58

CLEANTECH STARTUP OPPORTUNITIES IN KSA
Startups can help mitigate The Kingdom’s energy consumption challenges by targeting the
energy efficiency sectors in KSA:
•

Smart Home Energy Management: The automated home energy management system uses
sensors in household devices that communicate over a network with the electricity-grid to
control and optimize energy usage.59 Startups offering these solutions can help reduce the
amount of household energy consumption in Saudi Arabia.

•

The Industrial Internet: Using sensors in machinery and industrial infrastructure to monitor
and analyze energy consumption enables building and factory managers to reduce costs and
optimize energy costs. Startups offering applications within this suite of solutions can help
reduce the amount of energy consumed by the oil and gas industry in Saudi Arabia among
others.

entrepreneurship ecosystem in MENA is in its infancy. In turn, the few entrepreneurs who enter
this field have minimal institutional support and face critical barriers to scale.
This report has identified the critical barriers to scale for MENA’s cleantech startups as well as
the gaps in the region’s cleantech ecosystem that induce these barriers. It has also identified
a promising group of entrepreneurs already working in this field. Though many of the region’s
successful cleantech startups are still young, these entrepreneurs have begun to build a
foundation for scaling innovative cleantech solutions in MENA. Any efforts to understand
and improve conditions for developing this field should begin by working with this cohort of
entrepreneurs.
Moving forward, policymakers, institutions and thought leaders seeking to improve conditions
for cleantech startups in MENA can use the insights in this report to guide decision-making
processes. The diagram below (Figure 9), illustrates the recommended distribution of
responsibility for stakeholders in MENA’s cleantech ecosystem that seek to address the region’s
cleantech startups’ critical barriers to scale.

Figure 9:

Stakeholder responsibility distribution
Startups’ steps
on the path to scale
Limited cleantech
awareness

Accelerating the growth and impact of cleantech startups will require action on several fronts,
involving stakeholders working both directly and indirectly within the ecosystem.
Both the concept of cleantech investment and the necessity of clean technology in MENA, while
known to a growing pool of stakeholders, are still nascent forces in the region. Countries are in
dire need of environmental solutions and entrepreneurs could play a significant role in subsequent
cleantech agendas. However, more support is needed to increase the impact of cleantech startups
in solving MENA’s environmental challenges. Complicating matters is the fact that the cleantech
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations can help decision makers in formulating new programs and setting priorities
to improve conditions surrounding MENA’s cleantech startups.

Figure 10:

Recommendations for accelerating the impact
of MENA’s cleantech startups
Startups’ critical
barrier(s) to scale

Limited cleantech
awareness

Small pool of
investment sources

Talent gaps

Few specialized mentors

Minimal R&D resources
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High-level
recommendation

Increase public awareness of
environmental issues to gain
consumer buy-in for cleantech
solutions.

Increase the number of investors
who specialize in growing cleantech
startups.

Create more training opportunities
and university courses focusing on
cleantech skills.

Grow the capacity and quantity of
cleantech mentors.

Generate more R&D funding for
cleantech startups.
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Potential stakeholders
to engage

Starting point

Media

Utilize a mix of platforms including: online, mobile, TV etc. to provide visibility for MENA’s cleantech
ecosystem as well as inform relevant players in the startup ecosystem.

Civil Society

Generate open-source cleantech focused information via workshops, policy memos, and reports on topics such as cleantech solutions from startups and
public-private partnerships in the industry that incorporate startups into their value chains.

Government

Implement progressive policies and a favorable regulatory environment for startups- including energy price-adjustments, and increasing the clarity, and
availability of information about the true environmental-costs of subsidies.

Pre-incubators

Host open community workshops focused on developing environmental awareness and knowledge for the implications of cleantech solutions in a local context.

Universities

Offer environmental studies as a cross cutting topic in curricula including modules on the role of cleantech solutions in promoting sustainable development.

Government

Offer public funding instruments that lower risk for private sector investments in cleantech.

Investors

Reserve money for cleantech funds to be invested as patient-capital in early-stage cleantech startups.

Corporations

Conduct an assessment to determine how startups can add value to current ways of doing business or to create
new solutions and consider establishing a corporate venture arm.

Business Plan Competitions

Continue to offer funding opportunities for aspiring cleantech startups as well as providing opportunities for mentorship and follow-on-funding.

Universities

Create university-managed funds for faculty and students with ambitions to commercialize cleantech solutions.

Universities

Develop curricula to combine disciplines such as mechanical and environmental engineering degrees with fabrication and design courses.

Civil Society

Conduct studies on the most pressing talent gaps facing the growth of MENA’s startups and offer recommendations for addressing the gaps.

Incubators

Teach skills and techniques to grow the business management capacities of young entrepreneurs. Build relationships with international networks and expat
communities to source talent.

Pre-incubators

Host cleantech workshops for aspiring and early stage cleantech entrepreneurs and create partnerships with formal incubators and funders.

Incubators

Provide infrastructure and expertise to cleantech entrepreneurs to help grow the potential for creating investment ready cleantech startups.

Technical mentors

Partner with experienced local, regional and international cleantech investors and successful cleantech entrepreneurs to create a mentorship and
funding network dedicated to scaling cleantech startups in MENA.

Corporations

Provide partnership opportunities and in kind resources to startups in the cleantech space with a focus on technical guidance, procurement,
and solution commercialization.

Fab Labs & Hackerspaces

Provide tools for digital fabrication and prototyping alongside workshops based on global best practices.

Universities

Create capacity within universities to support R&D for faculty and students, including partnerships with incubators, investors, and corporations that can facilitate
commercialization.

Government

Earmark a budget for SME loans and research institutions that are pursuing R&D for cleantech solutions.

R&D centers

Pursue a market-driven approach to R&D in order to successfully demonstrate and commercialize innovative clean technologies.
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APPENDIX 1: CLEANTECH SECTOR
TECHNOLOGY TABLE
Sectors

Technologies

Energy

Solar: Solar cells convert sunlight into electricity. The process of converting light (photons) to electricity
(voltage) is called the photovoltaic (PV) effect.
Wind: Wind turbines convert kinetic energy from the wind into mechanical power that can be turned
into electricity.
Biomass and waste: Harnessing the breakdown of organic matter in the absence of oxygen produces
gas that when combusted can be used as a fuel.
Geothermal: Electricity generated from the earth’s heat, heat generated directly from the earth’s hot
water, and temperatures in the earth’s shallow ground can be used to heat and cool buildings and
households.

Energy Efficiency

Smart Grids: Advanced sensors along the energy-chain feed information into analytics software
allowing for the two-way communication of data between energy generators and consumers allowing
for monitoring, adjusting, predicting and optimizing the distribution of power across the grid.60
Smart Infrastructure: Sustainable materials and sensors combined with software analytics monitor and
control heating, cooling, ventilation, air conditioning and lighting etc. to identify, adjust and even predict
energy inefficiencies in buildings and households.

Energy Storage61

Solid State Batteries: Solid electrolytes and electrodes store electrical energy with high energy density
capabilities that are suited for miniaturization, do not fail easily under temperature duress and have a
high power to weight ratio making them ideal for use in vehicles.
Flow Batteries: Liquid energy sources are utilized to create electric power and allow for near
instantaneous recharging of an electrical system.
Flywheels: A rotating mechanical device is used to store and call up rotational-energy instantaneously
and thus capture intermittent energy sources over time and deliver a continuous supply of uninterrupted
power to the grid.

Water

Advanced Metering: Sensor and analytics-enabled communication networks enable monitoring,
reporting and optimization of water distribution and usage between utilities and consumers and enable
providers to rapidly respond to leaks and inefficiencies.
Purification: Filters and chemical processes are used to eliminate contaminants from water
and make it potable.

Agriculture

APPENDIX 2: OPERATIONAL RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROJECTS IN MENA
Morocco has the most operational renewable energy projects in MENA, followed by the UAE and
Jordan. Wind and solar power projects are the most proliferated sources of renewable energy in
the region. Notably, while countries like Saudi Arabia have a low number of projects in operation,
the capacity of those projects is significant.
Figure 10:

Number of renewable energy projects by county
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Source: Masdar Renewable Energy Map, World Future Energy Summit. 2014

Urban Farming: hydro and aquaponics systems grow plants under controlled conditions in water
to improve yields, and combine that concept with aquaculture to grow organic fish and vegetables
in one integrated system.
ICT: Sensors and intelligent systems to monitor then identify and even predict inefficiencies
in traditional farming techniques limits redundancy and can ensure quality products.

Waste

Recycling: Grouping discarded products by like materials for re-combination into new products
prolongs the lifecycle of an item.
Upcycling: Re-purposing an item without degrading its quality and composition for the next use.
E-Waste: Specialized sorting and recycling methods ensure that repurposing certain materials
is not damaging to the earth or human health.
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APPENDIX 3: CLEANTECH ECOSYSTEM
INSTITUTIONS IN FOCUS
A select group of stakeholders are addressing gaps in MENA’s cleantech startup ecosystem. In
addition to the startups who are helping to shape the early stages of cleantech activity in the
region, a small cohort of technical institutions are filling in the ecosystem gaps, mostly around
awareness and funding to lay the foundation for cleantech entrepreneurship in MENA. The
following table identifies these institutions and the gaps they help to address, describes their
activities and provides their location.

Country

Entity & Gap(s) addressed
Icecairo
(Pre-incubator)
R&D and Awareness

Egypt
Cleantech Arabia
(Pre-incubator)
Awareness and Funding

E2E Integrated Solutions
(Pre-incubator)
Awareness and Funding

Jordan

USAID JCP, Cleantech
(Civil Society Org.)
Awareness and Funding
Catalyst Private Equity
(Investor)
Funding

Lebanon

Oman

UAE
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Kafalat
(Investor)
Funding

Genesis Projects &
Investments LLC
(Investor)
Funding
Adenium Energy Capital
(Investor)
Funding
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Name

Company/ Organization

Country

Abed Shamlawi

COO, Oasis 500

Jordan

Abeer Jabaji

Consultant, Jordan Green Building Council

Jordan

Adam Molyneux-Berry

Managing Director, Icecairo

Egypt

Adam Pringle

Project Manager, Jordan Wind Project Company PSC & EP Global Energy

Jordan

Ahmed Huzayyin

Founder, Cleantech Arabia

Egypt

Ahmed Moukhtar

Cofounder and Managing Director, RoDoSol Renewable Energy S.A.E.

Egypt

Albert Solé

Private Sector Development Specialist at The World Bank

USA

Amal Aboulhassan

PhD Student, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology

KSA

Amine Chouaieb

CEO, Chifco

Tunisia

Anas Abdullah

Regional Operations Manager, GreenTech Co.

KSA

Antonie Saab

Founder and CEO, Energy 24

Lebanon

Anwar Majali

Projects Engineer, Dar Al Handasah

Jordan

Asal Ibrahim

Founder, Solar Lens

Jordan

Ayah Alfawaris

Solar Energy and Business Development Engineer

Kuwait

E2E is based out of Amman, and invests in energy, water and
environment projects with a current focus on large-scale renewable
energy generation projects in partnership with corporations and the
Government of Jordan.

Ayoub Abu-dayyeh

President, Society of Energy Conservation and Sustainable Development

Jordan

Aysha Abdel Moteleb

Cofounder and PR Manager, Agrimatic Farms

Egypt

Charles Blaschke IV

General Manager, Taka Solutions

UAE

Cyril Rollinde

Harita Resources

Lebanon

Based in Amman, Jordan Competitiveness Program (JCP)
implements a cluster development approach to improve business
competitiveness in targeted sectors including cleantech.

Dimitris Drakopoulos

Business Development Manager, Empowering Renewable Advancements (EMRA)

UAE

Dr. Fahad Abdulaziz Al-Sulaiman

Director, KFUPM Center of Research Excellence in Renewable Energy

KSA

Dr. Yasser Al-Saleh

Senior Research Fellow, INSEAD Innovation and Policy Initiative

UAE

El Mostafa Jamea

Senior Researcher and Consultant, MENA Renewables and Sustainability

Morocco

Elliot Gansner

Commercial Director, Liquidity Corporation

USA

Eman Hassan

Cofounder and CFO, Cubii Smart Industrial Solution

Egypt

Ennis Rimawi

Chairman, Catalyst Private Equity and Millenium Energy Industries

Jordan

Essam Maged

Cofounder, El Noor Geh

Egypt

Fadi Quran

Founder and CEO, Independent Wind

Palestine

Farida Kamel

Program Manager, Flat6Labs

Egypt

Firas Obeidat

CEO, SatchNet

Jordan

Georg Eitelhuber

CEO, NOMADD Desert Solutions

KSA

H.E. Khaled Irani

CEO, E2Eco

Jordan

Hani Sewilam

Program Director in Sustainable Development, American University in Cairo (AUC)

Egypt

Hanna Zaghloul

CEO, Kawar Energy

Jordan

Hany Elkhodary

Founder, Green Zone Egypt and Biogas People

Egypt

Hassine Labaied

Cofounder and Partner, Saphon Energy

Tunisia

Hossam El Zayat

Founder and CEO, SUNERGY Tech

Egypt

Issa Azar

COO, E2Eco

Jordan

Jackie Kameel

Managing Director, Nahdet El Mahrousa

Egypt

Jihad Hammoucha

Cofounder, chez Green Electro Link

Morocco

Kamal Hendi

Head of Green World Conferences Ltd.

Jordan

Description of activities
An innovation hub focusing on building the cleantech community in
Cairo. The hub, facilitates the ability to prototype, test, refine and
build cleantech products while also offering business skills and
business-plan development workshops to entrepreneurs.
Cleantech Arabia focuses on enhancing conditions for cleantech in
the Arab World with research collaborations, public awareness and
by supporting early-stage entrepreneurs with grants, networking
opportunities and mentorship.

Based in Amman, Catalyst Private Equity invests in services and
projects for energy and water technology with a specialization in
renewable energy.
Based in Beirut, Kafalat SAL’s Energy and Technology Department
guarantees bank loans for SMEs that want to implement
renewables, energy efficiency or other sustainable technologies into
their operations. Also operates the Kafalat Start-ups and Innovation
loan program.
Established in Muscat, the company has invested in projects within
the smart metering, solar energy and waste management industries.

Based in Dubai, Adenium invests in clean energy projects with an
initial focus on solar. Adenium Ventures identifies joint business
ventures in cleantech with international companies that want a
MENA R&D presence.
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Name

Company/ Organization

Country

Kaoutar Abbahaddou

Cofounder and CEO, Vernet

Morocco

Karim Amr

Founder and CEO, Gaia Solar

Egypt

Khaled El Bahtity

Cofounder and CEO, GREENewable

Egypt

Khaled Mouats

Founder, Modern Wall

Algeria

Lama El Hatow

Cofounder, Water Institute of the Nile (WIN)

Egypt

Lamia Ben Dahmane

Chef de service, Soghyen

Tunisia

Louay Otba

Founder, Nobel Chemist

Syria and UAE

Louise Sarant

Environmental Journalist and Coordinator of The Cairo Climate Talks

Egypt

Luke Hutchinson

Green Technology Adviser, UNRWA

Jordan

Maher Oudira

Founder and CEO, International Traders

Tunisia

Maher Yousef Maymoun

Founder and CEO, PiezoClean

USA and Jordan

Mahmoud Galal

Cofounder and General Manager, Dayra

Egypt

Mahmoud Shattel

Founder and CEO, Taqetna

Jordan

Mariam Afifi

Business Development Director, Tagaddod

Egypt

Marton Kocsev

Advisor, Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

Germany

Mahmoud Taher

Sales Manager, SunUtions

Egypt

Mohamed Elsherif

CEO, LOGIC Management Consulting

Egypt

Mohammad T. Asfour

Board Member, World Green Building Council

Jordan

Mohammad Al-Azraq

Senior Officer, Philanthropy and Social Investing at American University Cairo

Egypt

Mokhtar Abulata

Cofounder, QODRA for Energy & Engineering Consulting

Egypt

Mostafa Hemdan

Founder and CEO, Recyclobekia

Egypt

Mustapha Lakhdari

Founder and CEO, Goutra

Algeria

Naji Chamieh

Owner, Sustainable Environmental Solutions

Lebanon

Omar Asfour

Access to Finance Director, USAID- JCP

Jordan

Omar Sati

Managing Director, DASH Ventures

Jordan

Omnia ElSaadany

PhD Student, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology

KSA

Osama Badr

Investment Readiness Consultant, GESR Impact Investing Network

Egypt

Oualid Triki

Business Accelerator Coordinator, WikiStartup

Tunisia

Qais al-Khonji

Founder and CEO, Genisis International

Oman

Ralph Stephen

Officer, Energy and Technology Department, Kafalat S.A.L.

Lebanon

Robert E. Dressen

Senior Advisor Banking and Financial Services, DAI

USA and Jordan

Ruba Al-Zu’bi

Clean Technology Sector Director, USAID-JCP

Jordan

Şahin Çağlayan

Cofounder and CTO, Reengen

Turkey

Sean Miller

Commercial Manager, Jordan Wind Project Company PSC & EP Global Energy

Jordan

Sherif Kinawy

Founder, Clean Tech Arabia

Egypt

Shukri Halaby

COO, Mustakbal Clean Tech

Jordan

Steve Hayley

General Manager, MercyCorps

Egypt

Suha Shouqar

R&D, Innovation & Commercialization Manager, USAID-JCP

Jordan

Tala Nassraween

Cofounder, PiezoClean

Jordan

Tarek Ahmed

Founder, Reverie

Egypt

Tomoo Machiba

Principal Expert, Green Development at UAE Ministry of Environment and Water

UAE

Wael El-Nashar

President and CEO, Onera Systems

Egypt

Walid Nasr

Managing Partner, Sun-Vision Solar Energy Systems

Egypt

Wissam Otaky

Angel Investor

UAE

Yassine Ettayal

Founder, Bio’ LAYZ

Morocco

Yumna Madi

Cofounder and Chief Business Development Officer, Karm Solar

Egypt

Yuritzi Acosta

Associate Program Manager, CRDF Global

USA & Morocco

Ziad Abichaker

Founder and CEO, Cedar Environmental LLC

Lebanon
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